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Growth rate controls mRNA turnover in steady and non-steady states
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ABSTRACT
Gene expression has been investigated in relation with growth rate in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
following different experimental strategies. The expression of some specific gene functional categories
increases or decreases with growth rate. Our recently published results have unveiled that these changes
in mRNA concentration with growth depend on the relative alteration of mRNA synthesis and decay, and
that, in addition to this gene-specific transcriptomic signature of growth, global mRNA turnover increases
with growth rate. We discuss here these results in relation with other previous and concurrent
publications, and we add new evidence which indicates that growth rate controls mRNA turnover even
under non-steady-state conditions.

Abbreviations: GR, growth rate; GRO, Genomic Run-On; [mRNA], mRNA concentration; TR, transcription rate; DR,
degradation rate; RP, ribosomal proteins; RiBi, Ribosome Biogenesis; ESR, environmental stress response; iGR,
instantaneous GR; kd, DR constant; TOR, target of rapamycin; PKA, protein kinase A
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Introduction

Growth is an inherent property of life beings.1 Since growth
involves not only increase in volume, but also in mass, cells
must synthesize new molecules to cope with this requirement.
As proteins constitute a large part of the cell mass,2,3 most of
this effort is devoted to protein synthesis, performed by ribo-
somes. Ribosomes are made of rRNA and ribosomal proteins
(RP). In eukaryotes rRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymer-
ases (RNA pol) I & III.4 According to these premises it seems
logical that translation and RNA pol I & III transcription are
unavoidably connected to cell growth rate (GR).5 Most genes,
however, are transcribed by RNA pol II and encode proteins
not directly related to ribosomes or translation. This raises the
question as to how gene expression, considered either globally
as the sum of all RNA pol II transcription or at the level of gene
categories, is related or coordinated with GR.

Levels of mRNAs of specific gene functional categories
correlate with growth rate

The intricate relationship between GR and gene expression has
been intensively addressed by the D. Botstein’s laboratory by
performing chemostat experiments with the yeast Saccharomy-
ces cerevisiae.6-8 The yeast cell adapts its GR to the availability
of the limiting nutrient (a carbon, nitrogen or phosphate
source). According to this experimental strategy GR is constant

for long time periods and the physiology of cells is stably main-
tained. It can be assumed that gene expression is in a steady-
state equilibrium in which mRNAs, proteins and all the other
players are in constant concentrations.

Botstein’s group found that about one tenth of the yeast
transcriptome (628 genes) statistically and significantly corre-
lates with GR. The mRNA level of about half of them increases
with GR, and it decreases in the other half. The whole set
clearly overlaps the environmental stress response (ESR)9 and
fits with a slow growth signature observed in slow growth
mutant strains.10 These authors and others have proposed that
stress response and slow growth are intrinsically linked.10,11 By
assuming that an optimal growth rate reflects the least stressful
situation and vice versa, it seems that every GR is characterized
by a transcriptome feature that reflects how stressed (how far
from optimal) the cell is.

The mRNAs that decrease in this differential GR transcrip-
tome are functionally connected to stress-response proteins
and oxidative metabolism, whereas those that increase with GR
are predominantly enriched in translation-related functions,
such as ribosomal proteins and ribosome biogenesis (RiBi).
These general correlations do not exclude more sophisticate
regulations for specific gene subsets, like the differential
response among core ribosomal proteins to GR.12

A problem with all these studies is that changes in specific
mRNAs take place in relation to the population average which,
in turn, is assumed to not change. Although in many instances
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this simplification could not be far from reality, it has not been
proven that this is actually the case in all the experiments where
GR varies, as pointed out by Athanasiadou et al.13 Moreover,
the physiologically relevant parameter is not the amount of
mRNA, but its concentration ([mRNA]), which depends on
cell volume, a factor that can change with GR. This matter is
normally disregarded in yeast studies.

mRNA concentrations result from 2 opposite rates: RNA pol
II-dependent transcription and mRNA degradation.14 For this
reason, we15 and others13 have studied the dependence of the
yeast transcriptome on GR using previously published or new
studies, in which different techniques have been used to quan-
tify [mRNAs] and their turnover rates at the same time. These
studies have found that cytosolic ribosome-related genes
increase their [mRNA] both in relation to population average
and in absolute terms.1,15 On the contrary, ESR-induced genes
show a negative correlation with GR at the [mRNA] level.15

ESR-up and protein biosynthesis are functional groups that are

always working in opposite directions.9 The TOR (target of
rapamycin) and PKA (protein kinase A) regulatory pathways
act on those regulons by means of specific protein kinases,
which respond to nutrient availability and stress conditions.16

We have found that respiration-related genes also show a nega-
tive correlation with GR at the [mRNA] level.15 Interestingly
the expression of some of those genes, especially those related
to ethanol metabolism, have been found to positively correlate
with GR in ethanol-based medium. This is clarifying because in
that condition GR increase corresponds to higher respiration
rate what means that is the GR, and not the carbon source, the
cause of increased gene expression.8 This regulatory behavior
of respiration-related genes is specific for Crabtree-positive
yeasts,17 such as S. cerevisiae, because of the specialized evolved
physiology of these organisms.16,18

It is noteworthy that the way to achieve the correlation with
GR differs. On the one hand, the ribosome-related and ESR-up
genes vary their mRNA levels by changing their synthesis rates.

Figure 1. Changes in mRNA levels and turnover rates in growing yeast. (A) There is a constant mRNA concentration for most conditions with a change in GR (represented
as a yeast cell population with variable budding index).15 Increasing mRNA turnover (resulting from parallel transcription and decay rates) accompanies an increase in GR
(see26 for discussion). (B) Under steady-state conditions some gene functional groups change [mRNA] with GR by uncoupling the equilibrium between synthesis and
decay rates. Three representative gene groups with different strategies are shown: protein biosynthesis, stress-induced and mitochondria-related genes (see text for
discussion).
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On the other hand, mitochondria and respiration-related
mRNAs negatively adjust their mRNA concentrations to GR by
controlling their stability (see Fig. 1). This differential strategy
suggests the nature of the respective main regulators. Ribo-
some-related genes are controlled mostly by transcription fac-
tors, such as Rap1, Ifh1, Fhl1, Pbf1 and Pbf2 and Msn2/4.9,16,19

In contrast, nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes are strongly
regulated by the RNA-binding protein Puf3,20 which enables a
post-transcriptional operon strategy.21

Growth rate controls global mRNA turnover

The link between GR and gene expression has been analyzed to
date in terms of mRNA levels. The studies referred to above6-8

assume that the vast majority of the genome produces mRNAs
whose concentration does not change with growth. We checked
that total [mRNA] does not have a dependency on GR by com-
paring a collection of yeast populations with different prolifera-
tion rates, these being either wild-type cells growing under
optimal and suboptimal environmental conditions or mutant
strains with limited proliferation speed in batch cultures.15 This
constancy of [mRNA] was not found when GR was regulated
in a chemostat by limiting nutrient supply. In this case, a direct
relationship between [mRNA] and GR was detected.13 Under
these conditions, cell volume also increased with growth,13

which clearly contrasted with the inverse correlation found in
our collection of batch culture experiments.15 This observation
suggests that [mRNA] homeostasis in chemostat experiments
is affected by nutrient limitation, which perhaps induces a
stress response, and also by the GR itself. In other experimental
approaches, however, GR could be dependent on other issues
such as temperature, carbon source or strain genotype. We con-
clude that the interdependence of GR with gene expression can
have different outcomes depending on the cause that condi-
tions the actual GR.

We wondered whether the [mRNA] homeostasis in rich
medium, produced by the steady levels of most RNA pol II-
dependent transcripts across the growth range, was the result
of concomitantly constant rates of transcription and mRNA
degradation. We have addressed this question and have found
that global mRNA synthesis and decay rates rise with growth
(Fig. 1A). As they change in parallel, [mRNA] does not
increase, but mRNA turnover very significantly do.15

The parallel change of mRNA synthesis and decay rates with
growth is likely facilitated by the mechanistic coupling of tran-
scription and mRNA degradation machineries. We and others
have demonstrated the existence of a feedback mechanism
between mRNA decay and transcription, supported by the
capacity of the mRNA degradation machinery to enter the
nucleus and associate with the transcription machinery in tran-
scribed genes.22,23 Another regulatory connection between tran-
scription and mRNA decay, but in the direction from nucleus
(transcription) to cytoplasm, has also been established since
mRNAs can be co-transcriptionally bound by factors that
imprint them and influence their stability and translatability.24,25

The disruption of the mechanistic coupling between tran-
scription and mRNA degradation helps to explain the regula-
tion of the mRNAs that do change with growth (Fig. 1B).
Ribosome-related and ESR-up genes change mRNA synthesis

with growth (in opposite directions), but maintain degradation
rates (DR) constant. This uncoupling also happens in mito-
chondria and respiration-related genes in glucose-based
growth. In this case however, mRNA degradation is regulated,
while transcription rates (TR) remain unchanged. From this
perspective, co-regulation of mRNA synthesis and decay with
growth would be the general rule, and their uncoupling would
allow specific mRNAs to accumulate or decrease according to
GR. We have also proposed that reduced mRNA stability in the
context of highly proliferating cells would weaken the pheno-
typic impact that inherited mRNAs would produce on daughter
cells, to ensure their capacity to regulate gene expression in
response to environmental changes.26

What happens under non-static conditions?

In chemostat cultures, in which all food supplies and external
conditions remain constant, it is assumed that steady-state con-
ditions apply for concentrations of macromolecules.6-8,13 For
batch cultures in which the culture medium is not replaced,
this is only true for short time periods. We proved during a 2-
hour lapse around the middle exponential growth phase that
the concentrations of most mRNAs remained essentially con-
stant.27 A larger study in batch conditions28 has recently
observed a slow, but continuous change in mRNA and protein
concentrations in about 1000 genes that belong to those gene
functional categories previously mentioned to change with GR:
protein synthesis (decrease), respiration and ESR-up (increase).
It is noteworthy that no GR alteration occurs during this
change, which suggests an anticipation of the diauxic shift that
occurs in the yeast culture when a mostly fermentative metabo-
lism on glucose is replaced with a respiratory metabolism on
ethanol. So changes in some growth-regulated mRNAs can
occur, even in special constant-GR circumstances, to anticipate
future metabolic alterations.

During sudden environmental changes, however, yeast cells
cannot slowly adapt GR and physiology to the new situation. In
this case, and depending on the intensity of stress, yeast cul-
tures lower or stop GR and rapidly re-adapt their proteome to
cope with the new conditions by developing both a general
stress response (the ESR) and a specialized response to the par-
ticular stress (see9). As mentioned above, the ESR transcrip-
tome signature is similar to the slow growth signature,10 so it
would be interesting to analyze the behavior of the GR-depen-
dent gene functional groups while a change in GR occurs due
to stress. We analyzed a set of previously studied yeast
responses to osmotic,29 oxidative,30 heat31 and alkaline32

stresses. Our Genomic Run-On (GRO) methodology,33 which
simultaneously measures [mRNA], transcription (TR) and deg-
radation (DR) rates, allowed us to describe previously that
most mRNA changes were due to alterations in both synthesis
and decay. In most cases the level of each mRNA was deter-
mined mainly by its TR, but DR usually plays an important
role in fine-tuning the response and could even be a quantita-
tively important part of the response.32,34 However, the link
between GR and gene expression has never been investigated
because calculating GR in such a variable situation is not
straightforward. Botstein’s group created an algorithm based
on a transcriptional signature to calculate an instantaneous
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growth rate (iGR) from the transcriptome at a particular time
point.7 Now, we have used this algorithm to calculate iGR pro-
files from the transcriptomes ([mRNAs]) of our previous
stress-response GRO studies.29-34 As expected, the common
pattern was that iGR lowered immediately after applying stress

and later recovered (Fig. S1). Then we analyzed the global ten-
dency of [mRNA], TR and kd (degradation rate constant).
Fig. 2 shows how analyzed stress responses can be classified
into 2 groups according to their TR dependence on iGR:
osmotic stresses have an almost flat tendency (Fig. 2B) and the

Figure 2. Correlation between global mRNA turnover with the predicted yeast growth rate during stress responses. We plotted the predicted instantaneous growth rate
(iGR in hr-1), calculated using the algorithm of Airoldi et al,7 for 5 different stress responses 29-33 (see Fig. S1) versus their median transcription rate (TR, A–B), total [mRNA]
(RA, C–D) and the degradation rate constant (kd, E-F) of their transcriptomes (see15 for further details). Individual plots for each individual stress are shown, together with
the linear regression, its Pearson correlation (r) and the associated p-value (p). Non-osmotic stresses (left panels) show clearly and positively correlate for both TR and kd
with iGR, whereas osmotic stresses (to 0.4 M KCl in the wt and in the cbc1 mutant 29) show only a significant correlation with kd.
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other stresses show a positive correlation between TR and GR
(Fig. 2A), rather like that observed under steady-state condi-
tions (see18). On the contrary, the kd profiles show a positive
correlation with iGR in all the stress responses (Fig. 2E–F).
Thus the global mRNA level displays different tendencies, but
tends to be a flat profile (Fig 2C–D). The general conclusion
here is that, during stress responses, the direct correlation
between mRNA turnover and GR, seen under steady-state con-
ditions, is maintained, except for osmotic stresses. It has been
seen that initial osmotic shock provokes shrinkage of cells and
suddenly varies macromolecule concentrations and washes out
RNA pol II and transcription factors from chromatin.35 This
specific drop in transcription rates at the beginning of the stress
response, when iGR is still high (Fig. S1), probably explains the
distinctive profile of osmotic stress responses.

The analysis of particular gene categories shows that mRNA
stability changes with iGR in all cases. In Fig. 3 we can see
some gene functional groups analyzed for steady-state condi-
tions in a previous work,15 in which mRNA stability did not
play a role. During stress responses, mRNA stability actually
does play a role in these functional groups. Interestingly, it

works in the same direction as TR to raise (RiBi, see Fig. 3; RP
not shown) or lower (ESR-up) mRNA levels. This means that
mRNA decay control is more important in determining the
mRNA profile during dynamic responses than in steady-state
situations where it plays a more limited role.

Conclusions and future work

For most genes, the parallel change in synthesis and decay rates
with growth involves no difference in [mRNA] and increased
mRNA turnover. Therefore, the main difference in gene expres-
sion terms between fast- and slow-growing cells does not only
consist in the differential levels of ribosome-related, respira-
tion-related and ESR mRNAs, but also in the global change of
mRNA turnover.15

In the non-steady-state, such as that caused by environmen-
tal stress, mRNA synthesis and DRs also correlate positively
with the instantaneous GR deduced from transcriptomic pat-
terns. So even when a steady state is absent, mRNA turnover
seems to correlate with iGR (this article). Nutrient-limited con-
ditions also bring about an increased TR in parallel to GR, but

Figure 3. Correlation between mRNA turnover with the predicted yeast growth rate during stress responses for some selected gene groups. These analyses are identical
to those in Fig. 2, but use only selected groups of functionally related genes. By way of example, we show here some groups analyzed in a previous work15 for non-
osmotic stresses: Ribosome Biogenesis (A, B) and ESR-induced genes (C, D). The trends for those groups in [mRNA] (RA in graphs) are to increase (RiBi) or decrease (ESR-
up). These trends were expected because the iGR calculation is, in part, based on part of their genes. Unlike previous work under steady-state conditions, these changes
are due not only to parallel trends in TR, but also to inverse trends in kd profiles. p-values are shown below the r coefficient. A & C panels show TR and RA plots whereas
B & D panels show kd plots.
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uncoupled synthesis and decay rates, which causes an increase
in global [mRNA].15 It appears that global [mRNA] is less
homeostatic under non-optimal growth conditions.

The results described and reviewed herein stem from experi-
ments performed with budding yeast. We wondered if these
phenomena were specific of this microorganism due to the
specificity of its metabolic changes with growth, or whether
they reflected a general paradigm that applies to other eukar-
yotes, including metazoan and human cells. The close similarity
between yeast and cancer cells for the energetic changes associ-
ated with cell proliferation36 suggests that other fundamental
processes linked to growth might be universally conserved, but
experiments are needed to test this prediction. This is no easy
task as measuring mRNA DRs is technically challenging in
such experimental systems, particularly in living animals. New
technologies need to be developed to achieve a fast, direct and
unbiased mRNA turnover approach.

Finally, the mechanisms that connect GR with mRNA syn-
thesis and degradation are unknown. They might be mediated
by cell cycle regulation (discussed in15) or constitute an inde-
pendent regulatory system. In both cases, the body of knowl-
edge that accumulates on this topic in budding yeast should
facilitate such unveiling.
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